


« Opened in June 2021, ideally located steps from the “Cité du Vin”, the brand-new Renaissance Bordeaux welcomes you with a theatrical
entrance by the historic silos. With 149 chic and elegant rooms, 258m2 of modern and cosy meeting spaces, this riverside Marriott hotel is
a privileged venue for an event, leaving guests speechless. On the rooftop, a bar and a restaurant with hanging terraces and a stunning
indoor pool, offer you a breathtaking 360°view over Bordeaux.”

http://www.renaissancebordeauxhotel.com/

http://www.renaissancebordeauxhotel.com/


Play on at the Moxy Bordeaux! Nested in a lively district, steps away from ‘Cité du Vin’ and the river, this Marriott lifestyle hotel has 
opened in June 2021. Eco-friendly-oriented with an industrial design and comfy/tech-savvy bedrooms, Moxy boasts 133 rooms with 
minimalist elements meeting the needs of the modern traveler. Moxy has an upbeat lobby bar along with an impressive microforest
terrace beside the historic silos! For meetings, spaces are available next door with partners.

https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/bodox-moxy-bordeaux/overview/?EM=DNM_MOXYBORDEAUX.COM

https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/bodox-moxy-bordeaux/overview/?EM=DNM_MOXYBORDEAUX.COM


https://www.dulou-traiteur.com/

Maison Dulou Traiteur offers a cuisine of taste and character. It's certainly local cuisine, but we want it to be healthy and with a
touch of madness. We make it a point of honour to work in short circuits with loyal, high-quality suppliers who respect the seasons.
We defend the beauty of the product, and do our utmost to make it sublime, but take care not to distort it.
Because of its commitment, its benevolence and the flexibility of its teams, Dulou is first and foremost a creative company.
Our strength lies in our imagination and our ability to develop and sublimate a theme.

https://www.dulou-traiteur.com/


Château Giscours, classified growth of the Margaux appellation, is located only 25 minutes from Bordeaux along the mythical “Route des
Châteaux” in the Médoc region.

The Château has a majestic setting, it appears as an ideal venue for the organization of all types of receptions. Giscours is considered to be
amongst the pioneers of Bordeaux winetourism and welcomes visitors since more than 30 years.

Giscours Hospitality can assist you with the organization of all kinds of events. Hospitality and sharing are traditionally key values for us.

https://giscours.com/fr/

https://giscours.com/fr/


La Cité du Vin is a unique cultural centre dedicated to the universal, living heritage of wine. It offers a spectacular journey around the
world, throughout the ages, across countless cultures and civilisations. La Cité du Vin is the only cultural center in the world offering this
approach to wine to a wide audience. It is a place accessible to as many people as possible and open to all: people with disabilities,
families, international tourists (trilingual signage and hand-held guide available in eight languages).

https://www.laciteduvin.com/en

https://www.laciteduvin.com/en


Bordeaux Be Boat offers original tours by the river, visits to wine estates, tastings and tailor-made events !

As well suited to professional incentive events as to private events, the services of Bordeaux Be Boat are proposed in a friendly and smart 

spirit.

https://bordeauxbeboat.fr/

https://bordeauxbeboat.fr/


4 roues sous 1 parapluie offers original services on board of the famous Citroën 2CV and the art of French living everywhere in France
(team-building, challenge, excursions, wine-tour, transfers, street-marketing, roadshows...). The company is based at Paris, Bordeaux and
Biarritz.

https://www.4roues-sous-1parapluie.com/fr/

https://www.4roues-sous-1parapluie.com/fr/


Guided tours in French and English for individuals and professionals in Bordeaux;

A qualified tour guide, he tirelessly recounts the history of Bordeaux and its metropolis, as well as the Bay of Arcachon and Saint-Emilion.

https://www.facebook.com/BcommeBordeaux

https://www.facebook.com/BcommeBordeaux
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